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Editorial:

Student
Advisory
Boards

Student Advisory Board was
founded a year ago by Dean
Nathaniel Wollman. If nothing else,
the student and faculty advisory
boards were able to make it legal for
each department to waiver the
non-professional physical education
requirement. Next week the student

board will begin considering the
future of the four-semester language
requirement now compulsory in Arts
and Sciences. Progressive changes,
made for the over-all betterment of
the college seems to be the board's
theme.
Such advisory groups, however,

don't have to be the sole and private
innovation of a liberal arts college.
And since Arts and Sciences has the
largest enrollment, it would appear
somewhat easier for the smaller
colleges to set up their own student
advisories.
Dave Brands

'So Much For The Soviet-Sub-Base-In-Cuba Plan-Any More Budget-Raising Ideas, .. ?'
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It is high time for every college in

UNM to follow the College of Arts
and Sciences' example as to student
advisory committees.
The trend across the United States
is to incorporate more students in
the government of their respective
colleges. UNM's All-University
Governance Committee is keeping
pace with this·trend.
Am 6ng four preliminary
recommendations made last month,
the committee proposed a University
Council consisting of members form
every segment of the University,
including alumni, which would
"consider and investigate any
question of concern to the
University community as a whole,"
and "would be empowered to
recommend action to any basically for the alums, "let them
decision-making body or officer of also dish out the money."
the University."
Evidently she doesn't realize that
•
Another proposition suggests a set the alumnus of schools all over the
of recommendations submitted to country donate millions of dollars
every college for establishing a annually to maintain the operation
"means by which students can have of both colleges and universities. The
an effective voice in curriculum
student's tuition ar:d f?es
planning and academic policy." individual
don't go very far when cons1denng
Barring campus political reform, this the total income and operating
could be the most important budgets of modern times. Her's
By ERNEST KILKER
academic innovation the University doesn't go very far here at UNM.
and JULIAN SKOLNICK
has ever had. But it seems every
"I think, therefore I am."
UNM's Homecoming is also of
college, with Arts and Sciences as the great
to the community Descartes' contribution to rare air
exception, are waiting patiently, if aroundenjoyment
us.
The
tour
that residents consciousness, effectively removes a
not passively, for the final make to view house decorations
each person from the world. After all, a
recommendations in January. If the year is a big thing in the Duke City. university's function is to contribute
Regents accept the governance As I was growing up here in to the cerebral side, i.e., the "only
committee's proposals, student Albuquerque the trip onto the side" of your education. Like the
departmental advisory boards will campus each fall was one of the moral imperatives delivered to new
probably be set up. But if the highlights of the year for myself and recruits in the army, students are
Regents should reject the proposal friends.
told (implicitly, of course); "Kid,
for faculty-student course planning,
To cut the public and alumni off you're a man now. We can't take any
it is possible for various colleges to from the tradition that has been time with you. Our job is only to
continue their antiquated built around UNM's Homecoming push you through and make you
faculty-planned-faculty -oriented over the past 60 years could be a functional. We will break your
formats.
contact with yourself and an
fatal step.
The College of Arts and Science
so that you will fit into
individual
As for letting "the Greeks have
their fun, and let them pay for it," our system."
If it hurts, hold your breath.
Laidlaw doesn't realize how they do.
Hundreds of man hours and dollars Remember, how you did that when
go into the construction of the floats you were a kid and felt that
and house decorations. Sure, the "grown-ups don't cry." If you need
fraternities, sororieties and service something, don't ask for it. If you
groups are competing for awards, but feel something, don't share it. For
the students and public are the ones catastrophe awaits every
that gain the real satisfaction from self-disclosure. Holding in your
feelings effectively cuts off your
the decorations.
The editor's biggest attack came circulation and allows you to
on the $1465.50 that has been function normally in a social sense.
allocated for the activities. That is a Systems have been known to
small sum when considering the function indefinitely on that basis.
Classes involving raps by "well
enjoyment brought to the campus in
past years by Dionne Warwick, the read" professors who hammer ideas
Kingston Trio, the Righteous into palpable pills best taken before
Brothers, Harpers Bazaar and Herb midterms and finals for maximum
return upon your investment,
Alpert.
Homecoming Tradition
Homecoming used to last three discourage feeling as neither
To the Editor:
days.
Now it's down to a day and a objective nor verifiable and in any
After reading Sarah ·Laidlaw's
editorial about Homecoming in last half. The people in school really did case, irrelevant to what is being
Thursday's issue of The Lobo, I enjoy the event over the past years. talked about (in very expanding
realized I had some opinions of my They "had fun in the crispy, breezy circles). For everyone knows feelings
simply don't compute. Control.
own on the subject-·ones that fall air." What is wrong with that?
Laidlaw's opinion that the money Control your voice, your attitude,
needed to be expressed.
Setting aside the 'benefits that could be used in a better way might (My, my aren't we hostile today?").
Homecoming might have for our be true, but that's true of a lot of the For godsakes, look interested. Drain
football team, the various queen money we spend today. Some of the your body and fill your head with
candidates and the general moral of money spent financing The Lobo the necessary artifacts which will
campus, I would like to point out this year and last might also have insure optimal performance under
stress conditions.
some of the more tangible benefits. been used in more relevant ways.
Education has long neglected the
Ideas such as hers have greatly
Homecoming has become a
affective
domain of experience in
tradition across the nation and each helped in reducing the success of our
year brings together students and school's Homecoming. They are favor of the cognitive (i.e. the
alumni of years past. The activities ideas that once again help the printed word, the laboratory
also usually honor one previous minority ruin a good thing for the experiment, theses and· dissertations
written on obscurities which find the
graduating class in particular. So, majority:
Mike McCormick student grubbing for detail so he
Laidlaw says that since the events are

Bema.

Bringing
• • peop Je
Together

Letters:

might make some original statement
on something, anything).
Traditional education is based on
the outmoded premise that nothing
is known unless it is objectively
quantifiable. Existential
phenomenology provides the
alternative. As Fritz Perls says,
"learning is the discovery that
something is possible." A student
encounters his teacher. I have needs.
My sensations, feelings, perceptions,
clatter for recognition. I am
confused. I won't. I can't. You can't
make me. I ask you to impose order
on my confusion. I ask you to take
the responsibility for me. You tell
me to stay with my confusion. You
say you are available to me with
whatever strengths and weaknesses
you have. I focus on the here and
now. I emerge from my confusion. I
know what I want. Here and know I
mobilize my resources. I seem me. I
see you. We touch each other's
worlds. I discover what I can do for
myself. I discover my strengths and
weaknesses. I am educating myself,
my whole being.
Everything you have read in this
rap is elephant shit, i.e. talking about
a process. Education that is talked
about is more food for the
computer. Education is an
experience, a growing experience.
One approach to the growth
experience is provided by the Human
Potential Movement, represented by
growth centers of which Esalen is the
most well known. New directions in
education being explored include
gestalt awareness training, fantasy,
role-play, physicalization,
meditation, group processing,
sensory awakening and others. These
are designed to join a student's
private experience to the public
world of subject matter. Some
assumptions of this movement are:
the organism has the intelligence, not
the intellect. Feelings are not
dangerous, but healthy. Not feeling
is dangerous. Awareness is
everything. Everything is awareness.
Self-disclosure, honesty and
responsibility for one's own feelings
facilitate better interpersonal
relationships and better education.
" L e tiing Go," a new student
organization, attempts by the
authOl's of this rap to bring people
together to enjoy, experience, give
and take from each other. We need
people open to their own
responsibilities. There will be a
meeting on Friday, Oct. 16 in room
G of the Honors Center at 7:30p.m.

·Laporte•s Body Found in Kidnap Car
By MIKE FEINSILBER
MONTREAL (UPI) - Quebec
Labor Minister Pierre Laporte was
murdered by the terrorist Quebec
Liberation Front (FLQ) Saturday
night. But police received a
handwritten letter from British
diplomat James Cross at noon
Sunday which said he was still
alive.
The letter was accompanied by
a communique from the FLQ
threatening to kill Cross if
separatist demands were not met
or if police tried to close in on the
kidnapers. The terrorists said their
demands were unchanged but
they "hoped to save the life of
Cross," Montreal police said.
It was the first direct word
from Cross in a week, and lifted
the spirits of this nation reeling
from its worst modern crisis and
stunned by the murder of
Laporte. It was Canada's first
political assassination in 102
years.
Laporte's body was stuffed in
the trunk of the car in which he
was kidnapped Oct. 10. Cross was
abducted five days earlier.
Police would not say officially
how Laporte died, but most
reports said his hands had been
tied behind his back and he was
shot in the head.
Canada planned a state funeral
for the slain minister, at the same
time holding open its latest offer
to Cross' kidnapers to release their
captive alive.
The letter from Cross, written
Saturday night after the murder
of Laporte, said police would
never find out where he is being
held, and if they did it would be
"very dangerous", a reference to

the terrorists' threat to kill him if
police closed in.
The government offered his
abductors a one-way ticket to
Cuba, and said they should turn
the diplomat over to the Cuban
consul on a bridge over the St.
Lawrence River, where a
helicopter waited for the first leg
of their journey to Havana. When
they landed, the government said,
the Cuban consul would free
Cross.
Trudeau Sunday expressed the
"shock and consernation that ail
Canadians must feel as they learn
of the death of Pierre Laporte,
who was so cowardly assassinated
by a band of murderers."
"As a Canadian, I feel a deep
sense of shame that this thing was
conceived in cold blood ... It is
our desire as Canadians to stick
together in this sorry moment in
Canadian history."
Trudeau vowed Friday that
"should there be harm done to
these men, the government
promises unceasing pursuit of
those responsible."
Trudeau called a cabinet
meeting at noon EDT.
Armed with the emergency
powers-giving police the right to
arrest without charge, hold
without bail and search without
warrant-the government rounded
up more than 280 suspected
separatist symphathizers. The
emergency act, suspending civil
liberties, had never before been
invoked in peacetime. The
government backed it up by
mobilizing 4000 troops to pt·otect
government officials and buildings
in Ottawa, Montreal and Quebec
City.

The car carrying the body was
found parked beside the Won-Del
aviation · ha!1gar in the civil
aviation section of the St. Hubert
Airfield, a Canadian forces
airbase, where many of the almost
2000 troops moved into Montreal
to
guard against FLQ
depredations.·
·
Laporte's murder climaxed two
weeks of rising tension in a
sudden and unexpected battle
over the separatist question, the
most serious problem Canada
faces.
The government tried for four
days to negotiate with the
kidnapers through their
representative, "revolutionary
lawyer" Robert Lemieux, later

seized in the wave of arrests that
followed the emergency powers
proclamation.
The government had pinned its
main bargaining position to an
offer of safe conduct out of the
country for the kidnapers
themselves. Quebec Premier
Robert Bourassa, in a last ditch
try, refused the release of the 23
imprisoned separatists as
demanded by the FLQ but he
offered to try to secure early
parole for five of them and
passage to Cuba or Algeria.
Lemieux, shouting angrily that
the government's offer was "a
mockery," turned down the offer.
Lemieux said the five were due
for parole anyway, if the

government had not blocked them
for political reasons.
Throughout the affair, Mrs.
Cross was reported calm and
composed, steeling herself for an
ordeal.
Mrs. Laporte was overcome
with grief when her husband was
kidnapped right off the lawn of
their home, and placed under
sedation, later moving to a well
guarded downtown hotel with her
children as the days dragged on.
Laporte's fate seemed sealed
almost from the day of kidnaping,
He fell into the hands of the
militant "Chenier Finance" cell of
the FLQ. While Cross was taken
by the apparently more moderate
"Liberation" cell.

.

Jury Absolves Ohio Nat'l Guard
25 Students Indicated for Criminal Conduct
RAVENNA, Ohio (UPI)- A
special state grand jury Friday
absolved Ohio National
Guardsmen of blame in the fatal
shooting of four Kent State
University students and indicted
25 students and "agitators" for
"deliberate, criminal conduct."
The grand jury said guardsmen
acted in self defense when they
fired a volley into a group of
students on the Kent State
campus last May 4 during a
demonstration protesting
President Nixon's decision to
widen the war into Cambodia.
Those indicted were not
identified and a spokesman said
-------~~---
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they would not be until placed
under arrest.
The charges were expected to
include assault and battery and
trespassing, but Robert Balyeat,
who headed the grand jury
investigation refused to spell out
the offenses at a brief news
conference.
But when he was asked if
narcotics charges were included in
the offenses, Balyeat said; "That
would be for a separate grand
jury."
The panel said the "major
responsibility" for the campus
incidents of last spring "rests
clearly with those persons who are

r- -------- --- -
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charged with the administration
of the university."
The report by the special grand
jury differed sharply with the
report issued by the President's
Commission on Campus Unrest
which held an inquiry into the
Kent shootings.
The commission blamed the
shootings equally on students and
guardsmen and said national guard
troops should never again go on a
college campus with loaded
weapons. The grand jury,
however, endorsed the use of live
ammunition by guardsmen when
needed.
(please turn to page 2)
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Attendance Poor at Most Events

Homecoming Dead or Dying?
By MICHAEL BLAKE
On the walk over to the Union
Friday night the campus looked as
though it were in the midst of
Christmas vacation. The lone
figures of a handful of students
appeared occasionally on the
sidewalks. None were in a hurry.
None bristled with the fervor of
Homecomings past.
The only external sign of any
change on the inner-campus was
the few, dimly-lit luminarios
perched atop the Union. Most of
the paper-sack lights had gone out
and the impact of the luminarios
on Homecoming night were
symbolic of Homecoming
197Q-dead on arrival for UNM's
legions of textbook toters.
Inside the Union it looked
lonely. Two campus police,
engaged in small talk, leaned
against a water fountain. A few
couples drifted aimlessly about
the lobby while inside the coffee
shop a folk-singing duo sang to
couples seated at the candle-lit
tables. But most of the candles
flicked without teflecting on
romantic, bubbly faces and the
singing echoed off the walls
because there wete so few bodies

Pops
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to soak up the sound. In the
ballroom a dance was underway
but no applause or laughter or
music could be heard.
The ticket-taker for the big
Homecoming Dance 1970 looked
bored. What about attendance
tonight? "It's moderatemoderate to poor--pretty bad,"
he said. "At max I guess we've
taken in about $350." The
Homecoming Committee had
projected an income of $750 for
the dance but the figure had fallen
way below and now most people
were leaving. In short, it looked
like some 10-member polar bear
club !tad rented the Cow Palace
for their annual awards banquet.
The Union was empty and lifeless
and sad.
On fraternity and sorority row
the mood was different. Houses
were decorated, the public was
driving by to look at the various
themes and a good-time
atmosphere prevailed. It was
predictable. Tradition is the very
heart of Greekism and the Greeks
were enjoying it. The public and
UNM's alums were enjoying it
too. Ties are probably closest
between Greeks and alums. The

l>ops, the oldest active Lobo
supporter, is one of the few
traditions that will remain e'Vcn if
Homecoming dies.

UNM students of years past are
potential funding targets for their
heirs and many genuine
friendships have been made and
maintained throughout the years.
But for those in the dorms, and
the University ghetto it was a
night like all others-spent
smoking dope, studying, taking in
a movie or bullshitting.
I couldn't bring myself to
attend the parade but I did take in
the alumni luncheon the following
day at University arena. (Anyway
the parade was cancelled.)
For the most part the luncheon
looked like the creation of an
Ionesco for it came across as a
fine piece of absurdist theatre.
Alums and their wives and kids
filed into the cavernous arena in
their finest fall plumage,
descended the steps to the floor,
and then stood in line,
impatiently awaiting their box of
cheaper than Col. Sanders chicken
(including fries). Clutching the
little white boxes the UNM
returnees made their way to the
banquet tables. The turnout was
glum (about 250) but organizers
a~parently thought it would be
even less because soon the tables
were filled and the alumni took
up positions on the bleacher seats.
It looked incredible, jewelled
women and Esquirish men sitting
on uncomfortable bleacher
benches ripping away at cheap
chicken.
But the preposterous scenario
was upstaged by the antics of
retired {thank goodnt!ss) biology
professor Martin Fleck, who
served as master of ceremonies,
i.e. master of corn. After an
exclusive serenadf' by the UNM
band Fleck starting. bombarding
the small gro'up of alums with an
endless array of cornball jokes
(including a song which no one
could hear because he didn't use a
mike) and a series of lengthy,
cunning introductions of ancient
and revered alums.
Everyone was concerned about
Sam 'l'aggard's election and

I

Queen

Although Homecoming
officials chose to ignore the
fact, Sam Taggard, a
20·year·old junior from
New York, is the 1970
H omecomjng q.ueen. His
election points out the
farcical nature of
Homecoming.

Student Senate's abortive attempt
to cut off Homecoming funds.
Fleck eased these fears by
introducing some Homecoming
organizers who gave brief speeches
assuring those present of the
continuation of Homecoming.
One horn-rimmed, nervous
organizer said yes, it was true that
a small group of "radicals-an·
archists-are trying to destroy our
great Homecoming tradition" but
affirmed the dedicatiOn of
everyone to continuing. Loud,
relieved applause. A student got
up and said the same thing. More
loud applause. Fleck told
everyone that they (the audience)
agreed with all this. Still more
loud applause.
As if to prove that
Homecoming was still alive and
thrashing, someone trotted out.
Sam's runners·up and said they
had been chosen (quickly)
"Football Queens." This really
made. the audience feel good. The
powers of darkness had been
defeated and the tradition had
truly been preserved het·e in this
empty arena. Standing ovation.
At this point Fleck registered a
real stand-up comic coup when he
said, !'When I was a young man in
the great state of Pennsylvania I
was told to go out West where the
suits were double·breasted and so

were the women and I'm glad to
see its still the same way."
Uproarious laughter.
Ferrel Heady got up to give his
standard spiel about the stability
of the University and how things
aren't as bad as all that (they
aren't) and how bad alumni
money was needed to meet
growth requirements ad infinitum.
Everything was over but the
ballgame, which was fun because
the Lobo's won (even though they
played poorly). There were no
halftime cel'emonies though and
that was ominous evidence of the
danger the tradition is in.
One point everyone seemed to
miss was that Homecoming really
is dead for most of the
students-they just don't care
anymore. It's only fair that the
alums have their fun each year.
The elders are just as entitled to
swill booze and groove on floats
as today's students are to puffing
on grass and freaking on roclt
music. In the future though the
alums will have to go it alone
(except for· the traditionconscious elements of the student
body). Homecoming in its
traditional form 'has been sent to
the great parade in the sky along
with raccoon coats and boola
boola and most students will feel
like it's just a routine obituary.
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Stores, Profit in Lucrative Student Ghetto

Lobo Food Price Survey

U Area-No Shoppers' Paradise

kopy korner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
247-4406
National Building & 120 Madeira NE
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By DEANNE STILLMAN
A survey of local drug and grocery stores
indicates that merchants see nothing wrong
with taking advantage of the lucrative
' student ghetto. Food and drug prices in the
University area are considerably higher than
prices in the Northeast Heights.
A list of 34 consumer items were priced
and the totals compared with a similar
survey taken by The Lobo in January, 1969.
One surprising aspect of the comparison is
that prices haven't risen as sharply as
expected. Consumer complaints of
inflationary meat and dairy costs are not
substantiated by the comparison of the two
price breakdowns.
Most students shop at the two
higher-priced stores, Foodway #1 (320 Yale
SE) or Safeway (3004 Central SE). (See
price list on page 3.) When a manager at
Foodway was questioned about the
price-location relationship, he countered
with all sorts of rationales about the rising
cost of living and increased employe salaries.
"My help has to live too, ya know." Asked
why the prices at Foodway #1 are higher
than prices at Foodway #2 (2101 Carlisle
NE), the manager said, "I really don't
know." What he didn't explain is that
students pay for convenience.
But even though K Mart (2100 Carlisle
NE), Foodway #2, and Piggly Wiggly (4910
Lomas NE) deal in larger quantities, they do
not really offer the savings they advertise.
"We can afford to be a little cheaper because
we're part of a large chain of stores," said a
Piggly Wiggly clerk. "We make up for losses
at our other stores."
Location isn't the only reason explaining
patronage of more expensive stores. "The
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quality of food is better at Piggly Wiggly
.than at K Mart," explained one shopper.
Another added, "I've been shopping here for
years. I don't see any reason not to
continue."
The costs of cosmetic products followed
the same pattern. 16 items were priced at
the ASUNM Bookstore, University Drug
(2132 Central SE), Dorsey's (3001 Monte
Vista NE). Bookstore prices are not much
higher than those at stores in the
sulTounding area. But Globe, reputed to be
Albuquerque's most phenomenal discount
center, is not really the "shopping city" as
advertised. Except for several ridiculously
cheap items (loss le~ders), Globe's prices
were only slightly less than UD's.
At three out of four drug stores in the
University area, clerks and managers
cooperated with Lobo surveyors, but at C.
Woodrow Wilson, the presence of an
"unauthorized checker" apparently
intimidated proprietor C. Woodrow Wilson,
who volunteered, "My prices are private
information."
·
A clerk at Dorsey's explained high prices
are a result of size. "We have a very small
store and consequently deal in small
quantities." As there are only a few drug
stores in the University area which cater to
hundreds of students, one wonders how
"small" these quantities are.
As a solution to the problem, one
frustrated bookstore shopper called for a
mass rip-off. "About 100 students should
come in here and walk out with anything
they can get their hands on." Most likely
this will never happen, and even if it did,
people like C. Woodrow Wilson still have
prices which are their own ideas.
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Folger's instant coffee 10 oz.
Tomato·es lb.
Flour, Pillsbury 5 lbs.
EggsAA med.
Bread, Bunny
Milk, Creamland half. gal.
Tomato soup, Campbell's
Tomato Sauce, Hunt's 15 oz.
Ground beef lb.
Tide 1 lb. 4 oz.
Chiffon detergent 32 oz.
lettuce
whole chicken lb.
sugar, Shurfine 5 lbs.
cornflakes 18 oz.
Oatmeal18 oz.
sour cream 8 oz.
tomato juice, Hunts 46 oz.
celery
Swanson ham TV dinner
potato chips, Lay's 6 one-half oz.
Hunt's catsup 14 oz.
Heinz 57 sauce 10 one-half oz.
bananas lb.
potatoes 5 lbs.
pork and beans, Van Camp's 21 oz.
T·Bone steak lb.
Swift's bacon
Luncheon meat, Oscar Meyer 8 oz.
Oscar Meyer sausage
Pizza, chef Boy R D
Soda crackers, Zesta 1 lb.
Purina 5 lbs.
Minute rice 14 oz.
Totals
Totals Jan 6, 1969
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they would accomplish? They
murdered an inno<;ent man."
"If I see any punks with their
'Quebec-Libre' slogans written on
their jackets, I'm going to kick the
out of them," a furious
cab driver sputtered.
He told of one other time when
he thought people were equally
shocked by a cold·blooded act.
"That was when John Kennedy
died-both acts were cowardly
beyond belief."
A French-Canadian writer
stirred his coffee. "I'm
shocked ... I guess. I really didn't
expect them to do it. I supported
their actions up until last night. I
thought they would hold him for
a while and let him go. I was
wrong. A lot of us were wrong."
"I couldn't believe it," another
French waitress added. "My
husband and I were up all night
listening to the radio.
"We were at a dance last night
up in the Laurentian Mountains
when someone ran in and spread
the news. The dance broke up.
"My husband thinks there
should be a very strong, very high
gallows for these people. They are
nothing but gutter-killers " she
said.
'
"That family of his, all those
people. God they will suffer " a
French-speaking customer sitting
at a table said.
''The FLQ wasn't very smart.
They have alienated most support
that they had. Our country needs
change. But not this way, not this
way at all," said a
French-Canadian bus driver. "But
we will continue to live, to put
together the mess we're in. It's a
tragedy,"
One woman would not
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HOURS: 8:30-5:30
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M-F

& 9:00-12:00 Sat.

No Registration Fee

PERSONNEL, ·~c . Means Employment

CASHIER
Attrnctivc gal w/averagc
typing & good personality,
Good for mature beginner.
$280 mo.

COOK
Experienced cook needed
!or 2·10 P.M. shift. Must

have stable work record
&
own transportation.
$500

mo.

Sec this space each Monday

or Tuesday for New lobs
cnoli week.

POLICY RATER
Large local Co. need• gal

w/ rnttng experience. nrc-

fer hom~owncrn exp. Must

type 45-50 wpm NOW I

$315 nto,

WE GUARANTEE-PERSONAL AT-TENTION-LOW FEES
Page 2
I,

'l'RAINEE

Need mun willing to
work hard to train us M·
slsLnnt to Plant munngcr.
Varlty of duties full time

only $1.85/hr,

$1,59
.39
.58
,51
.31
.64
.14
.20
.59
.38
.56
.21
.37
.62
.37
.33
.34
.39
.59
.75
.45
.27
.69
.12
.49
.20
1.35
.89
.87
.49*
.77
.41
.78
.49
$18.13
$15.51

Bookstore
UD
Aqua Net Hair Spray 13 oz.
$ .79
$ .79
Breck 7 oz.
1.15
1.15
Crest 5 oz.
.83
.83
Pond's cold cream 3.5 oz.
1.00
1.00
Elmer's glue
.29
.29
Gillette foamy reg. 6\ta oz.
.89
.89
Gillette platinum razor blades-10
1.89
1.89
Aspirin·cheapPst in stock
.29
.31
Lavoris mouthwash 7 oz.
.79
.79
Dial soap 3 1h oz.
.23
.19
Tri X-35 mm. 20 exp.
.95
.90
Ban 4 oz.
1.19
1.05
Kleenex-125
.25
.29
Brylcrl'em 3 oz.
1.09
1.09
Old SpicE' after shave ·1 3/4 oz.
1.50
1.50
Ovulen birth eontroll pills/month
1.75*
1.75
Totals
$14.88
$H.71
*Not stocked···price of nt'arest competitor arbitrarily added.

Kent State .. .

!
I
1

Now that the first snow of the
year has fallen in Albuquerque,
UNM'ers from tropical countries
can relay the information home.

1

Cont.ribute your prose and
prosody examples to the
Thunderbird.

f

)

II

l!
!
!

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Linquistics Seminar

Phillip K. Bock's topic for this
week's linquistics seminar will be
"Linquistics and the Formal
Content of Ethnography". The
session will be Tuesday night at
7:30 in Anthropology 101 .
News reporting in the media
and concomitant problems will be
discussed Wednesday at 7:30p.m.
in the Honors Center of
Zimmerman Library,
Participating in the discussion
which is free and open to th~
public, will be KQEO Radio
newsman Ed Pennybacker Hard
Times editor Jack Webe'r and
KOAT-TV news director Dick
Knifing. The session is sponsored
by the Free U.
The discussion will center
around the problems created in
the society by news reporting and
the media.

Moeny

I

+Q

•~

u ~~ R~ ~·

U

RJ

C. W Wilson Globe
$ .99
.3•1
1.15
.67
.83
.45
1.00
.57
.29
.27
.89
.67
1.89
1.89
.29
.21
.79
.61
.19*
.19
.90
.69
1.00
.99
.43
.21
1.09
1.09*
1.50
1.50
1.75
1.75*
$H.98
$12.10

Scandanavian seminar, a private
international study organization
.IS now accepting application for'
its 1971-72 programs. The
program involves language
training, independent study and
living with a Scandanavian family.
The fee is $2200 and covers
tuition, room, board and one-way
tranportation. For further
information write to Scandinavian
Seminijr, 140 West 57 St., New
York, N.Y. 10019 .
The first production of the
Rod ey Theatre season, opens
Wednesday, Oct. 21, with "Oh
What a Lovely War."
The musical satire focuses on
the military absurdities of World
War I, the incredible gaiety with
which the boys went off to "fight
the war to end all wars," and the
blunderings of the high command.

Prigmore
George T. Prigmore, assistant to
the dean of the college of
education at UNM, was elected
president of the National
Association for Humanities
Education.
Prigmore, who will succeed
Ncille Shoemaker uf
Baldwin-Wall ace College, was
elected at the 01·ganization's
national convention in Cleveland
Ohio, Oct. 7-10,
'
Top level negotiations to secure
the services of a flock of carrier
pigeons to carry the U.S. mails arc
underway, a high-ranking
government source disclosed.

Joseph's Inclian C"rio Shop
Authentic Indian Jewelry

.

l

!

Scandanavian Study

·~-•-n-u-•~-•·-•~-u-u-u-~t~~-u-•m-••-~~~-•+

!

Dorsey's
$ .89
1.15
.83
1.00
.29
.79
1.89
.29
.79
.19
.90
1.09
.27
1.09
1.50
1.75
$1-1.71

and a masters and doctorate
degree in special education from
UNM .

Drama

News Reporting

William Moeny, who was a
practicing optometrist in
Alamosa, Colo. from 1948 until
1968, has been appointed an
assistant professor in the
department of guidance and
special education at UNM .
Moeny received his B.A. in
education from Adams State
Colh•ge, his B.S. from the Los
Angeles College of Optometry,

Ph. 243-3395

Present
"His Compositions Overcome The
Boldest Science Fiction of Our Times."
-Belgrade Politika

+•-•Q-~·-~~~~-••-~•-""-"•-~•-~~•--.r•-~~~-••-~~~-~~~-~•-"n-~a-~a-a"-•"-••-•~-•+

Zales has iff
Spiro hits the
big time with
an official

·rhi.., J., tht' llHil'i.ll ~pilo Ag1ww wri .. t
\\'t1td1. t•ndor~t·d by ht .. ho1wr. tlw
\'tn.• prt.'"ldt•nt! llhll'~ Spiro nr1 tht•
di.1l, hb lt.•lllltmd r.lht•d h1~h ·-lll·l"-·
ing hi-. point .1!-1 he "ipl'.,i.. ... ~tyll•d
wilh ~1 n•d. \\'hltt• .1nd blut't.'<Uit.·•.,tutt•
;md bold .o,tr.1p. S.hmv your trUt:o c.:nlms
bv Wt•.Hillg it on thL• wri .. t ot vm1r
du'Jil't'.

·'I·'

NIKOLAIS
DANCE THEATER

Mondau Ni{lllt Class, Steve

Tuesday, October 20-8:15 p.m.

T1·i rt I, Hyden

Tickets $G.50, 6.00, 5.50, ·1.50, 3.50

OPEN N.IGHTS

UNM Student with Activity Cards
Y2 PRICE

2406 Central SE
' '

ZA.LES®
JEWELERS

r'h·c Station, Bukowski

Tcl.-277-3121

1
l
!

Books and Periodicals
Across Central from
Flagpole

!

Pottery-Rugs-Leather Goods And Posters
(Just Across Central From Campus)
2216 Central Ave. S.E. I

wrisf--waleh!-

SO,

"They are not, therefot•e,
subject· to criminal prosecution
under the laws of this state, fot•
any deat)l or injury resulting
therefrom."

Three UNM Asian experts from
the history department are
participating in the closing
sessions of the three day Western
Conference of the Association for
Asian Studies at Montana State
University, Bozeman.
Frank Ilc!e, department
chairman; Noel Pugach; and
Jonathan Porter represented UNM
at the annual conference.

~

$1.59
$1.59
.29
.22
.58
.58
.43
.51
.31
.31
.64
.64
.14
.14
,20
.20
.51
.59
.38
.38
.56
.56
.29
.21
.35
.37
.63
.63
.36
.37
.31
.35
.34
.34
.35
.39
.19
.26
.73
.60
.45
.49
.27
.25
,57
.63
.12
.15
.49
.47
.21
.20
1.35
1.39
.89
.89
.83
.79
.49*
.55
.67
.67*
.34
.41
.75
.75 .
.44
.49
17.36
$17.06
-$15.11

THE Cvr:ruRAL PRoGRAM Col\IMn·n:E

LIVING BATCH
LIMITED

Asian Studies

~""

Cosmetics

comment. She just waved her
hands, shook her head ... "Leave
me alone, it's bad enough."
People would not identify
themselves. "I don't mind giving
my opinion but not my name.
These people are insan<>."

(continued from page 1)
In its report the President's
commission concluded: "The
actions of some students were
violent and criminal and those of
some others were dangerous,
reckless and irresponsible, The
indiscriminate firing of rifles into
a crowd of students and the
deaths that followed were
unnecessary, unwarranted and
inexcusable."
. The gt·and jury said the
students at the campus rally
quickly "degenerated into a
riotous mob" when ordered by a
Kent State University policeman
to disperse.
"It is obvious that if the order
to disperse had been heeded, there
would not have been the
consequences of that fateful day,"
the report said. "Those who acted
as participants and agitators are
guilty of deliberate, ctimi nal
conduct.
"Those who were present as
cheerleaders and onloolwrs, while
not liable for criminal acts, must
morally assume a part of the
responsibility for what occurred."
The panel, made up of 15
residents from Portage County,
felt the Ohio guardsmen fired itt
self defense when the four
students were killed and nine were
wounded.
"We find . . . that those
members of the N a tiona! Guat•cl
who were present on the hill
adjacent to Taylor Hall on May 4,
197 0 fired their weapons in l•he
honest and sincere belief and
under circumstances which would
have logically caused' them to
believe that they would suffer
bodily injury had they not done

0
::.,0

0
::.,0

;:

*Not in stock-price of nearest competitor arbitrarily added.

Citizens' Anger Alienates SefHtratist FLQ SupjJoTt
MONTREAL (UPI)Churchbells tolled Sunday
morning. Their hollow ringing
sound echoing through the streets
of a city shocked by a brutal
political assassination.
The murder of Quebec Labor
Minister Pierre Laporte by his
terrorist kidnappers has struck
deep in to the hearts of Canadians.
Of about two dozen Montrealers,
most French-speaking, not one
voiced support for the separatist
FLQ.
"Don't ask me how I feel, said
a young girl. "This is my first time
in church in seven years... "
"Mais pourquois-but why?" A
French-Canadian waitress asked,
hands shaking, her eyes brimming
with tears.
"What did they hope to gain.
What could these maniacs think

.71

.12
.46
.22
1.28
.89
.87
.49
.79
.41
.75
.44
$17.81
$15.95

$1.59
.29
,58
.
.46
.31
.64
.14
.25
.54
.38
.45
.25
.38
.63
.42
.36
.34
.39
.22
.82
,45
.27
.69
.12
.49
.23
1.28
.89
.83
.49
.79
.41
.75
.49
$17.62
$16.62

!

~
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Canadians Dazed by Laporte Death
WIINROCK CENTER

$1.98
.19
.58
.42
.33
.64
.14
.20
54
.38
.56
.18
.38
.63
.42
. 36
.34
.39
.39
.62
.45
.29

~
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OPEN AZALES
CUSTOM CHARGE

You don't have to be rich
to be happy.

Student Accounts Invited
Downtown 318 Central SW
Five Points Shopping Center
Open 10 AM-6 PM
Fri. 10 AM-9 PM
Win rock Open 10 AM-9 PM Daily

Monday, <ktober 19, 1970
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STARTS TODAY!

the associated students boohstore
Annual Fall Paperback

Hardcover Books $1-$9.95

Used Hardbacks All Under $2

Murals, 49" x 2211 $2.98

Selected Paperbacks, t Price

LP Record Albums, Jazz,
Classlcal.arid Pop
$1.981

Justrite
Ball Point Pens, 19c and 25c
Buy One and Get One Free!
- -

-

Sweatshirts, $1 up

~

Foreign Books-French, Portuguese
and Spanish

Prints by Picasso, Russel,
Remington and

%Price

Sale.

many others, $1

'Go Lobo Cups
2 for 10c

1

NEW MEXICO UNION-

11

Store Hours
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Mon.-Fri.
Sat., 8 aom. to 1p.m.

Page 4
NEW MEXICO LOfiO

Paper Flowers
2 for $1
277-2826

Monday, October 19, 1970
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·Wolfpack Wins With Breaks, Heroics
By PAUL FLECK
In the advance billing of
Saturday's traditional game
between the Lobos and the
Aggies, it was the word that eight
great backs were going to
dominate the game and run up a
big score. But the game turned
out to be a battle of the defenses,
with the result a 24-17 victory for
the Wolfpack.
The difference was that the
Lobo defense was able to
contribute to the scoring, as Jay
Morrison scored the winning
touchdown on a dazzling
interception and 59-yard jaunt to
the endzone, late in the game.
With the Aggies in possession
and the score deadlocked at
17-17, Morrison collected his
second interception of the day by
cutting in front of receiver Bill
Byrd and tightroping along the
sideline. With Rodney Wallace out
in front (taking two Aggies out of
the play), Morrison eluded
everyone until he got tied up at

the five yard line but he covered and the rushing was an equally
the final distance with a headlong unimpressive 50 yards, with the
dive, setting the ball down next to same point total.
the corner flag.
But the Lobos were able to
Morrison's feat capped a
brilliant effort by the Lobo change a few things after the half
defense, sparked for the second and began to get their attack
week in a row by linebacker moving. They scored in the third
Houston Ross. Ross surpassed last quarter on a strange play which
week's effort which gained him showed how much Tom McBee
the team defensive player was missed earlier in the season.
nomination with no less than 24
Rocky Long sent McBee deep
tackles, eight unassisted.
down the middle but overthrew
The Aggies turned out to be a the pass. Two Aggie defenders
formidable foe, outplaying the headed for the ball with McBee
Lobos badly in the first half but some five yards behind. But the
unable to capitalize on a couple of defenders bobbled it into the air
scoring opportunities. The Aggie and McBee darted between them
defense was keying on the option and grabbed the ball and never
play, and were able to stop the looked back. It was the first Lobo
Lobo offense completely with TD of the season by passing and
their success against the one play, covered 60 yards.
The Aggies ran for 147 yards in
From then on the game was a
the first half enrou te to 11 first
see-saw
battle. The Aggies roared
downs, but were only able to cash
back
and
scored to tie it at 10-all,
in on one field goal. The Lobo
offense in the meantime was only
able to generate three first downs,

and the Lobos went ahead again
early in the fourth quarter on a
52-yard run by Fred Henry.
Henry's score came on a
perfectly executed option and was
made into a score by &orne
co-ordination between Henry and
his downfield blockers. After he
had broken into the clear down
the sideline, Henry waited for
some blocking before he cut into
the middle for the score.
The Aggies came right back and
were able to tie it for the third
time although the defense came
close to stopping them on the
one-yard line. But Ron James
crashed over after the Lobos had
protected the goal three times
from inside the four,
The stage was set for Morrison's
interception when the Lobos
drove into Aggie territory but
were halted on an interception.

One half of the Lobo
predictions board went 4-0 for the
weekend, choosing three WAC
games correctly and the New
Mexico-New Mexko State rivalry
as well.
News staffers Don Burge and
Michael Blake and sports staffer
Andy Garmezy chose every game
correctly this week, while sports
editor Paul Fleck and writer
Roger J. Ruvolo turned in 3-1
weekends.
All the predictors chose the

STA-PREST.

~~w~D~®

.1'/

FLARES
Cool and con-

..

·

temporarythat's the look
'

of these swingin'
Flares, by Levi's.
Good colors in
Sta-Prest fabrics,

look great

correct victors in the UNM-New
Mexico State game played in
Albuquerque. The Lobos won the
game, 2·1·17, in one of the closer
(scorewise) games played at
University Stadium in recent
years.
The Lobos, sparked by junior
quarterback Rocky Long, senior
safety Jay Morrison and
sophomore Fred Henry, kept one
step ahead of the Aggies all day
long. Last yem· the Wolfpack won
by a 2•1-21 maygin, but had to
come from behind to do it.
Long's 60-yard bomb to junior
split end Tom McBee, just off the
injured list, was made good by a
quick thinking and quick moving
McBee on the Aggie defenders to

~nuutttitt

on girls,

.~

too!

.
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Featuring •..
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,. •ALP SPORT

'.' • GERRY
• KELTY PACK

For The Finest In-

·.

• TENTS
o SLEEPING BAGS
• PACKS
• CLIMBING
EQUIPMENT
• OUTDOOR
CLOTHING
o BOOTS
• LIGH'TWEIGHT
FOODS
o KNIVES
,, SNOWSHOES
• SKI TOURING
EQUIPMENT

•

Ill

298-4296

2120 Central SE 243-6954

S SHOP
\

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

1406 EUBANK BLVD,, N.E•.

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word '!'inimum ($1.40) per time Ml~. If ad >S .to
run five or more consecutive dnys Wlth
no changes the rntc is reduced to De
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be '!'nde in
full prior to insertion of ndvcrbscmcnt.
WHERE: Journnlism Building. R!JOm
169, afternoons -preferably or mn1l.

Last Period

make the first touchdown of the
day.
•
Henry followed with a 52-yard
scoring romp in the fourth quarter
to break another tie, and
Morrison, with four minutes left
in the game, picked off a Rhett
Putman pass on the Lobo 41 and
took it all the way home, 59
yards, to make the score final,
24-17. Junior Joe Hartshorne did
not miss anything all afternoon,
making good on his only field goal
try and completing three
touchdowns with the PAT.
Utah may have been a little bit
surprised by Wyoming in Laramie,
having to come from a 16-13
deficit to win the game, 20·16, in
the final three minutes of play.
Wyoming, surprisingly strongl.'r
the last two weeks than the two
weeks before, used quarterback
Scott Freeman's only pass
completion of the day to draw
first blood in the opening quarter.
Cowboy place-kicker Bob
Jacobs tied former Wyoming
kicker Jerry DePoyster's NCAA
field goal record of 36 carrier
three-point conversions late in the
contest with a tie-breaking
28·yard boot.
Utah's win came on a Cowboy
offensive error wh<m Dan
Huffman blocked a UW punt and

Joe Peprieca carried it 28 yards to
pay dirt with 3: 12 left in the
game to secure the win, 20-16.
Arizona State traveled to
Provo, Utah and made th~ day
dismal for the Cougars of Br1gham
Young as they preserved their
unbeaten record in taking the win
as expected, 27-3.
The game was marked by long
Sun Devil runs, the first a 9·1-yard
Steve Holden punt return in the
first period and then a 69-yard TD
jaunt by J.D. Hill. Jop Liljenquist
supplied BYU's only score, a
38-yard field goal.
ASU qum·terback Joe Spagnola
tallied his 12th touchdown pass of
the year, this one a four-yard toss
to sophomore Brent McClanahan.
Colorado State university blew
a 21-11 halftimt> lead as they were
outscored, 30-16 the second half
in losing 41-37 to Tl'xas-El Paso,
in a game where UTEP QB Bill
Craigo threw for 507 yards and
two TD's.
The 78-point contt>st involved
every possible way to score points
in football: saf(•ty, fi,•ld goal,
touchdown and PAT's by l1iclcing
and attempting the two•pointer.
The Lobo predictors are now
S0-36 overall for a .690 avPrage.
They will prl'dict five games next
Wel'k.

Clas."'ifit>d Advertising
UNM P.O. Ilox 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
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Lobo Dennis Timpe upends Aggie Jessie Mims (Above)

Four costly fumbles turned
into touchdowns by the
University of Arizona freshmen in
the second quarter spoiled the
debut of the UNM Wolfpups
34-25 in Tucson, Ariz. Saturday.
The Wolfpups opened the game
by jumping off to a 10-0 first
quarter score against the Arizona
Wildkittens. Dave Titus got the
Lobos on the board with a
three-yard touchdown run
foliowed by Mike Young's extra
point. Young also added a 19-yard
field goal in the first quarter,
The second quarter was a
nightmare for the Wolfpups. The
team lost the ball four· times on
fumbles to the Wildkittens giving
them good field positions each
time. Arizona capitalized on the
Wolfpups mistake by scoring four
touchdowns and taking a 27·10
halftime lead.
Arizona wiclerted the lead to
34-10 starting the .third quarter
before the Wolfpups were

(Right) Jay Morrison intercepts the pass intended for Bill Byrd and starts on
his 59-yard, game winning touchdown.

New Mexico Paves a Winning Road
Photos by E.]. Bauer

3)

UNM freshman quarterback,
Larry Eckl completed 19 of 35
passes fm· 300 yards, including a
56-yard touchdown pass to Gary
Schneider. Eckl was intercepted
four times during the game.
Next Saturday the Wolfpups
will entertain. the freshmen squad
from Arizona State University.
The game will be played at

5)

Bob Gaines looks for son:e
running room (left) after h1s
interception late in the game. The
play cut off the Aggie hopes for a
last minute win,

I
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TWO LOCATIONS:

•

• Dairq

Repair & :\!aintcnancc

Queen.

on all foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specia/;s1s

brazier

333 Wyoming Blvd. NE.
Free E9limatcs

2300 Central SE

NEW MEXICO LOBO

"*-"'~

518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E,
255.0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age Required

Oct. 31-Nov. 1, 1970

(just across from Popejoy Hall)

Ke~p rnone~,

but plensc re-o

SERVICES

DlETING 1 Get help from experimental
program. Meeting Wed. 10/21/70 at 5•30
p.m. Mitchell Hall ll5. 242-3540 after
6:00. 10/22
TYPING-fast, experienced scrvic~lec·
tric-reasonable. 119 Vassnr SE. 2472942 nnytime. 10/22
nl4T
PRIVATE PARKING available soon. Low
monthly rates. For in!orrnation and res ..
ervations call 296-8161. 10/19

Register often for the free "Weekend for Two"

-

LOST & FOUND

-;,t

I

AT

2)

FOUND • Man's leather key case. Give
initials· on back to clnim. Doc, 266-2684.
10/21
------ ·-FOUND on campus on Tuesday 10/13 black
puppy with black collar, call 1-866-9964.
10/20
LOST: GREEN suede purse, wallet, I. D.'s
turn the rl"!!t. No que:;ttons nskN. Reward offered. 277-3194. 10/19~.~-:---:
LOST-n grey female .ltitt~;,
l:ltanford
Block PattY' call 842·R~50. 10/19 _ _
$20 REWARD for information lending to
return o£ Red C<>lumbia bicycle, tbree
sp=l bnndgrip gear, serial No. 8095152.
Cnll Mark 877-9181;::'.,:;1;.:.0/o-;1~0-~::;:---:-::::MEN'S BLACK frame glasses with cane.
Lost near Hokona. Charles-277-2986.
10/16

34-25~

Drawing Oct. 19

since Mnmmn. won•t !et me aee:

you anymore, get your portr~ut made nt
tl>c University Photo Servtce. Waldo.
10/21
•
UNM AltTISTS what are YO'! dojng? Submit your creations for pubhcatJon in the
Thunderbird. Deadline Oct. 30, Rm. 206,
Journnlism Bldg. 10/20
WANTED: Iloy with whito husky type dog
at UNM-San J ooe football J:"nme last
Saturday evening. Call 266-0688 after
6 pm. 10/19
THUNDERBIRD litcrnry and art magnzinc need.<J fiction. nrt. poetry, ~te.
Deadline Oct. 30. Rm. 205 J oumnhsm
Bldg.
COMPLETE MIUAGE nnd co~er now in.
Pick up In Rm. 205, J ournahsm Bldg.
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED AJ?S muat be
In by 3 p.m. to run the !ollowmg day.

und pictures.

I
in El Paso.

--:-...,---:--

}{I~LI~N.

untracked to closP the final gap to

University stadium.
10 0 7 S-25
New Mexico
Arizona
0 27 7 0-34
UNM-Titus 3 run (Young kick)
UNM-FG Young 19
UA-Sam 2 run (Reopelle kick)
UA-Reese 13 pass from Campbell
( Reopellc)
UA~Hardy 2 run (Kick failed)
UA-Hardy 3 run (DeSylvia kick)
UA-Sam 1 run (DeSylvia kick)
UNM-Titus 4 run (Young kick)
UNM-Diller 56 pass from Eckl
(Schneider pass from Eckl)

PERSONALS

READ three 'times fo.•ter. Raise grades
cut study time. I~VELYN WOOD READING DYNAMIGS. Class starts Monday,
Oct. 27. G.. 'J 1;m. For information call
205-6761. 10/27
·-~·----

Loose-FingeTed Pups
Fumble Away OpeneY

Ask for registration blank

Page 6

Aggie quarterback Rhett Putman
then went to the air to try to get
the Aggies moving, but threw the
costly interception.
The defense had trouble with
the hard running James but
otherwise played their best game
of the year. And the offense cut
down on the mistakes that have
been plaguing them, only giving
the ball up once on an
interception and not losing the
ball on a fumble.
The Lobos now have their
record up to 3-2 and will head
into their final five games (all in
the conference) with a full head
of steam. Next week the team
travels to Wyoming to take on the
Cowi;>oys who are now solidly
implanted in the WAC cellar. The
Lobos will be .favored, although
the. Cowboys have come close to
upsetting their last two opponents
and will be gunning for the Lobos.

WAC Roundup ...

UU, UTEP Win

,..;<-

Sports

Monday, October 19, 1970

~~cP Rack 'n Rail

Billiards
•
•
•
•

EROS
ADULT THEATRE
518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, 8mm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
( _ _ Admission $4.00 (Movie)

Billiards

·

Wholesome Atmosphere
Plush Carpeting
Free Instruction
·Cues for 'Sale
Open Sundays and Holidays

6615 Menaul NE

255-3056

Across from Coronado Center

FORSALE

WHOLE EARTH CATALOGS and supplements. All editions. Call Maggie. 2431438. 10/23
BICYCLES PARTS, AND SERVICE
Gltane, :Ralehlgh, Zcvs __, Touring ..._
Professional- Olympic Cycle and Sports.
1031 Snn Mateo SE. 256-9190. 10/19
MGA 1600 fair condition, new top and
other things. Call 344~3947. 10/21
1952 JEEP S.W., four wheel drive. Call
after 5 pm. 299-88G4. 19/21
EIGHT NEW zigzag sewing machines with
full factory guarnntee4 Nntionnlty advertized brand to be sold for $36 each.
Monthly payments available. These machines may be inspected in wnrchou~e at
United Freight Sales. 3920 Snn Mateo
NE. g.g Mon-Fri. Sat till 6. 10/10_._ _
1970 STEin:o CONSOLES (walnut) 4sPcn.kerH, $88. Also stereo component syst£'ms complete with Garrard changer.
speakers and du!lt covers. t-;xtra jneks
for additionnl tape deck. $70.96 or
monthly payments. United ~'rei!'<ht Snlm.
3920 Snn Mateo NE. 9-9 Mon.-Fri. Sat.
till 6. 10/19
TRAVELING SKI LODGE. 1969 VW custom made. One of a kind. 24,000 miles.
Refrigeratot<, stoV<!; nir-conditionhig. ski
lockers, perfect condition. Private pnrty.
Asking $4300. 345-1717. 10/22
1969 KASTINGER SK!IS, Nevada toe,
cable bindings, 185'_s. used one season,
$65. Call 1!44-0654. 10/20
1968 TRIUMPH llonneville, new motor,
tire, paint. $925. Ed Haddaway, 110
Arno SE. 10/19
•
•
200 USED TV's-all styles, $15 up. 441
Wyoming NE. 255-59S7. 10/16

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

NEW MEXICO INDEPENDENT PARTY
workers urgently needed. Call 242-9767.
10/20
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Editorial:
Grand

Jury
Whitewash

"agitators" for ''deliberate criminal
conduct." The jury also said "Those
who were present as cheerleaders and
onlookers, while not liable for
criminal acts, must morally assume a
part of the responsibility for what
occurred."
The grand jury implies that the
four students were in some way
"cheerleaders and onlookers,"
simply because they were . in the
vicinity of the guardsmen when shot.
Yet newspaper accounts have told us
the four students were going to class,
and in no way were participating in
strike demonstrations.
Divergence in small details in two

__,

_______
Is This the Year of the Republican?

reports is a common occurence, no Commission stated that even though
matter how well researched they are. some students acted in a violent,
The large issue is not the small criminal manner, and other.s were
details but rather the standard Ohio ' ' dangerous, reck 1e s s and
procedure of using live ammunition irresponsible," the "indiscriminate
in riot control. The President's firing of rifles into a crowd of
Commission stated live ammunition students and the deaths that
must never again be used on a college followed were unnecessary,
cqmpus. The Ohio grand jury unwarrented and inexcusable."
endorsed the use of live ammunition.
The grand jury investigation, after
In spite of lack of training in a riot we have weighed the facts at hand, is
situation and normal human thus nothing more than a whitewash
nervousness, the Ohio guardsmen ~f~the inexcusable practice of taking
should never have been allowegpt6 live ammunition to a university
carry loaded guns onto a capfpus campus. Under no circumstances
where there was no indicatiofi that should it be allowed to happen again.
students were armed. The President's
Sarah Laidlaw

GOP hlopes to Defy Tradition by Winning Senate Majority
By DON BURGE
This is the year of the
Republican,
At least that is what President
Nixon would like to believe.
It is the year the Republican
Party hopes to defy tradition by
winning a majority in the Senate
andmaking substantial inroads on
the huge Democratic Party
majority in the House.
More than this, however, it is
what the Republicans hope will be
a year of re·alignment. The second
step in the emergence of a new
Republican majority. The first is
seen as Nixon's election two years
ago.
Not Traditional
But if it is to be that the
Republicans will need nothing
short of a miracle. Tradition holds
that the party which controls the
White House usually loses seats in
an off-year election. Never have
the "ins" won as many as the
eight seats the Republicans need
to gain in order to win absolute
control of the Senate.
But this is not a traditional
political year.
For one thing, two
independents-both win a good
chance of winning-are running
for the Senate while at least one
third party candidate may also
win. Secondly, for the first time
in recent years an incumbent
senator is being attacked by his
own administration. And final!~·,
an inordinately high number of
those Senate seats being contested
are currently held by Democrats.
The independents, senators
Tom Dodd of Connecticut and
Harry Byrd of Virginia, m·e both
Democrats who have fallen out of
sorts with their own party. Both
have been staunch supporters of
the Nixon administration's war
policy and if re·eleeted will
probably vote with the
Republicans to gain control of thl'
Senate leadership.

Pity The Poor Kidnaper

'Unacceptable'
The 15 Potage County, Ohio,
residents who sat on the "grand
jury" which absolved the Ohio
guardsmen of guilt in the deaths of
four Kent State students, certainly
would make a good public relations
team for the state. Considering that
some residents of the state screamed
"more students should 'a been shot"
during the national strike last May,
the verdict perhaps was to be
expected. However, coming on the
heels of the President's Commission
report, which at least placed equal
blame for those four useless deaths
on guardsmen and students, the
grand jury absolution was a surprise.
Labeling the Kent State students
participating in a rally on the campus
(protesting the U.S. invasion of
Cambodia) a "riotous mob" which
did not disperse when ordered,· the
grand jury indicted 25 students and
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passage to Cuba and
:; $500,000 in gold in return
~for the hostages!'
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'Passage to Cuba, $50~·~
in gold and we eat the-~~
propaganda!'
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pride in a University acting in this
way? That is constructive public
relations.
Secondly, there are a great many
undesirable points in our athletic
program. But I feel that enough
changes can be made to make a
highly important program more
relevant and desirable to a larger part
of the University community. The
redeeming aspects of intercollegiate
athletics far outweigh the
condemnable, and they are too
numerous to be dealt with here.
When this University's students can
begin to unite on such internal issues
as these, we will begin to be an
effective and powerful force in more
important affairs.
MikeWoelk

Homecoming
Confused
To the Editor:
Paul Fleck's editorial, "A New To the Editor:
It seems to be quite confusing and
Park?" was a welcome addition to
even
hypocritical that Sam Taggard
The Lobo in that it presented an
alternate opinion to an issue which and Frank Lihn are attempting to
has heretofore not received exposure ruin Homecoming. Both are students
to a student body which holds both who have done much work for the
views. Although I support Sam students at UNM? I do believe that
Taggard's Homecoming position, it is their efforts to do away with
also important that The Lobo, Homecoming are unbecoming and
considered by the community to be can be- disastrous to the University.
I don't feel that Homecoming is
the voice of our students, present the
an
activity that is irrelevant to the
views of differing University
University community. It is first of
factions.
Concerning Fleck's comments-It. all good public relations with the
is a regretable and unnecessary state Albuquerque community. Secondly,
of affairs when this academic body a $1400 investment in Homecoming
must satisfy the twisted "ideals" of a should mean money from alumni to
few to avoid absorbing financial use in areas which Lihn and Taggard
cutbacks. Anyone who considers a feel are so vital. Have they ever
three-day superficial celebration for thought that if we, as students
support the alumni, then the
about seven percent of our student
body as essential to financial support alumni will support us? Support us
not only monetarily, but in our
certainly does have twisted ideals.
efforts
and in times of trouble. Lihn
It is unnecessary to maintain an
antiquated tradition when we could has stated that he has other
use that money for the betterment priorities. This is fine. Why don't he
of either the entire student body or and Taggard get to work on them? If
some part of the community. What if they are opposed to having
our student Senate were to allocate Homecoming, then let's work it out
the funds for Homecoming toward for next year. Then those who want
the repair pf a wind-damaged house to participate can plan it on their
of a Valley family totally· unable to own.
I think it is sad · and quite
meet the cost? What legislative body
could not, at least as a group, feel unfortunate that they used Student

,::;;;·:-.".•,-.,,...,... ·-·.;~·,;. •:o 't.

'We pay you $500,000,
you take the hostages
and we get 100 yards
head• start!!' .• .... • • . " , .•
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Court as a way of getting Taggard to
run for Homecoming queen. The
argument used is that Homecoming
Committee is not a duly constituted
committee. Rally Committee is such
a committee. I was chairman of this
committee last year. Homecoming
Committee is a sub-committee of it.
This summer I talked with Eric
Nelson and he assured me that I
would be chairman again this year.
But it seems like my appointment
has been conveniently delayed and
may not even be considered. The
same people who neglected to form
Rally Committee took a case to
Student Court basing their case on
the fact that there was no Rally
Committee formed. Sound
ridiculous? So does the Student
Court System now. Had Rally
Committee been formed, their case
would not have held ground.
Lihn has publicly asked for all
students to work together. I, too,
wish for such an effort. But for such
action to take place, Lihn has to do
more than merely ask for it. The
actions he has taken towards
Homecoming haven't been those
conducive to someone interested in
the students and the University. I
know many Greeks that want to
support Lihn wholeheartedly. He
and Nelson are our elected heads of
student government. Give us a
chance to work individually and with
you. Don't pull us any farther apart
than we are now. Show us that you
are truly interested in the University.
TomTabet
Relevance of Traditions
To the Editor:
The "relevance" of Homecoming
is being questioned. Traditional parts
of campus life are being re-examined.
What is happening to all our
"cherished" customs; why aren't
they relevant today?
The college world of 1970 is a
sophisticated one. It moves,at a fast
pace, and students learn to sink or
swim. The student can no longer
hide underneath an academic shell.
He must get involved with the world
around him because both national
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and international affairs personally
affect him. As the student does get
socially involved, he finds the values
that meant so much to him before
no longer hold any meaning for him.
Take an old tradition like
Homecoming. Originally it was a
highlight of campus life: a time when
everyone put up displays and got
into the "spirit." Homecoming was
once thought of as the students' way
of "bridging the gap" with the
community. Actually, it only caters
to a minority; the UNM alumnai.
What about "bridging the gap" with
the Mexican-Americans, the Indians
and the many other groups that
populate the Albuquerque
community? Homecoming is
certainly not geared to the students;
so hasn't it really lost its purpose?
What about traditional parts of
campus life such •as cheerleaders?
Who ever heard of a school without
cheerleaders. But, how effective are
they? It used to be that people went
to games for the "spirit" of it; today,
they go for the "sport" of it. If the ·
crowds cheer, it is only because the
Lobos have merited it, not because
the cheerleaders have aroused some
school spirit. Why not spend the
money we students pay to send them
to cheerleaders' clinic on some of the
projects which Frank Lihn suggested
in his article?
Finally, the Greek system,
probably the most representative of
the traditional college life, needs
re-evaluation. This way of life is
dying; certainly rush the past few
years is an indication of this. The
Greeks offer friendship and a sense
of unity. But I think the potential
strength of their group effort is
misdirected. All the Greeks seemed
to unite during the Homecoming
controversy this year. But wouldn't
it make more sense for them to unite
to "bridge the gap" between the
students and the community? This
could mean a step toward breaking
down some of the barriers among
students themselves.
Campus traditions must change
with the times or they will be lost in
the tide of social relevance.
· Krisii Holmnson

The third party candidate with
a good chance of winning is James
Buckley from New York who is
running on the Conservative Party
ticket. Buckley is a registered
Republican and is therefore sure
to vote with the Republicans,
Radical·Liberal
And it is one of Buckley's
opposition, Republican Sen.
Charles Goodell, who has drawn
the ire of the Nixon
administration, Goodell has been

Haynsworth and Harold Carswell,
both of whom were defeated by
narrow mare:ins.
As an example of the rarity of
Agnew's attack on Goodell it
must be pointed out that the last
similar attack came in the 1930's
when President Franklin
Roosevelt tried to purge the
Democratic Party-with almost no
success-of those senators and
representatives in his party whom
he felt.were deliberately thwarting

also been at odds with members
of their party but they have
nearly always stopped short of
trying to defeat them.
No Real Test
It is probably, however, that
the Nixon administration saw
little chance for Goodell to win
anyway, and, therefore, an attack
on him proved their sincet·ity in
trying to rid the Senate of all
"radical-liberals" regardless of
party affiliation.

called everything from a
Democrat to a "radical-liberal" by
Vice President Spiro Agnew for
Goodell's stands on the Vi~tnam
war and his opposition to
Supreme Court nominees Clement

his New Deal legislation.
But even Roosevelt limited his
opposition to incumbents to the
party primaries and did not
c hallengc them in the general
election. Other presidents have

The underlying reason,
however, appears to be thai since
both Goodell and Democratic
candidate Richard Ottinget· are
both liberals they would split the
vote and allow Buckley to gl't in.

The polls, however, show Ottinger
is still maintaining his lead in
heavily Democratic New York.
Finally, with so many
Democrats up for re-election it
looks like a natural philosophy to
expect them to lose seats. Many
of the Democrats running this
year were first elected in 1958
during the Eisenhower recession
and were then returned on the
strength of Lyndon Johnson's
landslide victory in 1964.
Republican thinking is that
they never really been faced with
a real political test and that when
they are many of them will fall by
the wayside.
.,.
But there is a recession again
this year and the stumbling state
of the nation's economy will
probably be the key factor in
most races. With rising
unemployment rates and
inflationary prices foremost in
many voter's minds such issues as
the Vietnam war (which Nixon is
undeniably de·escalating} and
ecology are taking a back seat
except in some localized races.
Still another side issue, that of
law and order (with or without
justice), has apparently lost much
of its effectiveness for the
Republicans since 1968. Making
the streets safe was one of Nixon's
chief campaign issues two years
ago but the crime rate has steadily
increased since he took office,
despite the passage of some very
stringent anti-crime legislation.
To counter this Nixon has
admitted the crime rate is still
climbing but that things are
improving because it is climbing at
a slower rate than under the past
two Democratic administrations.
Whether or not the voters will buy
this pitch remains to be seen.
Any any rate, the law and order
theme is really effective only in
local races with state-wide races
(Continued 011 page 3)
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Vote Bill Constitutionality Shaky Admits Gov't Lawyer
WASHINGTON (UP!}- The
government's chief lawyer
conceded to the Supreme Court
Monday that "it's a very close
question" whether Congress has
the constitutional right to lowc>r
the voting age to 18 by simple
legisIa tion.
Despite the doubts t>xpressed
by President Nixon when he
signed the bill Jum• 22, Solicitor
General Edwin N. Griswold
argued for Uw government against
thosP challenging the Jaw on

grounds that change in voting age
could only be made by
Constitutional amendment.
As the high court opened
arguments on the validity of the
law, Oregon and Texas, two of the
states opposing it, said the court
would "run tlw risk of replacing
constitutional libertv with
Congressional liberty" if ft upheld
the law.
Griswold, jingling thE' change in
his pants pocket, recalled that
Nixon ordered Attorney General

John N. Mitchell to seek a prompt
court test and told the blackrobed
justices: "So I am here and I and
my associates are endeavoring to
support the statute as vigorously
as we are able."
The law also banned literacy
tests in 15 states as of June 22
and requires that all states limit
residency requirements in
presidential elections to just 30
days, effective in 1972.
One attomey, arguing against
the constitutionality of the

Three Others Seized Thus Fm·

Ke11t St. Sttident President Arrested

I'

KENT, Ohio (UPI}- The Kent
State University student body
president, a sociology professor
and two former students were
arrested Monday on indictments
handed down by a special state
grand jury which investigated the
fatal shooting of four Kent
students last spring.
Student Body President Craig
Morgan, 21, Upper Arlington,
Ohio, was arrested on a charge of
second-degree riot by sheriff's
deputies as he sat in the campus
student activities center.
A Kent State spa kesman
expressed shock that Morgan, a
political science· senior, was
among those indicted.. He said
"This is the first indication we
have ever had that Craig was
involved at all in the disorders,
and truthfully, we are a little
shocked."
M oJ'itll n was a r.ritl~ tte'<l in
Porta!lt! "<Jounty Comrnort :Pleas
.Court -Monday and enter.~ fil{>lea
of innoeent. The judge refused a
request ·by Morgan's attorney. that
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the student leader be released on
his own recognizance and otdered
Morgan held in lieu of $1000
bond.
Morgan's indictment was the
result of incidents that occurred
May 4, officials said. They did not
elaborate.
Jerry H. Rupe, 22, Ravenna, a
former student being held in
Portage County Jail, was charged
in the indictment with arson,
assault and striking a fireman,
interference with firemen at the
scene of a fire,. and first·degree
riot.
· ·
Rupe was transferred from the
Stark County Jail where he was
serving a three-month sentence on
a conviction of possession of
narcotics.
·
The charges against Rupe.
apparently stemmed from the
burning '()f a Kent ROTC building
last May' '2, two days before four
stud~nts were killed and nine
wounded by Ohio National
Guardsmen.
·

Thomas S. Lough, 42,
surrendered at the Portage County
Courthouse in nearby Ravenna,
accompanied by an attorney.
He pleaded innocent to a
charge of inciting to l'iot and was
released on $5000 bond.
Conviction of the charge carries a
maximum penalty of $1000 fine
and one to three years in jail.
Richard C. Felber, 21, Akron,
Ohio, who dropped out of Kent
last fall, was served an arrest
warrant in his cell at the Portage
County Jail where he was awaiting
transfer to the Mansfield State
Reformatory on a drug selling
conviction.
He was sentenced to 20 to 40
years on· the drug charge.
F.elber was indicted on charges
pf. first degree riot, attempts to
burn property, assault and striking
a fireman, and interfering wlth a
fireman at the scene of a fire:
· The c h~ug~s against Felber
apparently also grew out of the
burning of the ROTC building.

18-year-old vote law, called the
justices' attention to a clause in
the measure which would allow
the court to deal separately with
the age provision or the literacy
and residency provisions, if it
wished.
Griswold also told the court
that the three problems, while
very similar, do not "necessarily
stand or fall together."
Formally dressed in a black
morning coat and vest and striped
pants, the white-haired former
dean of the Harvard Law School
candidly admitted that "age may
be the most difficult of the thre<'
provisions to support."
But Griswold met every
argument head on and cited the
court's own long history of
opinions in both election and
other law to support his
atgument. He admitted to being
troubled by the age of 18 but
said, "I finally resolved it in my
own mind."
The 18·year-old vote provision,
which takes effect next Dec. 31, is
estimated to give some 10 million
additional persons the vote. Only
two states-Georgia and
Kentueky--·now give 18·year·olds
the franchise.
The basic argument in Congress
for lowering the age was that
18-year-olds are drafted to serve
in the armed forces, are old
enough to work and pay taxes, to
marry and should be given a say in
the nation's electoral processes.
Griswold relied on the
enforcement clause of the 14th
amendment that Congress may
enforce M:Ual protection of the
laws "by appropriate legislation."
Griswold,bad to agree with .Justice
Hugo L. B.lack, however, that
without that clause, "I don't

think we would have any ground
to stand on at all."
To Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger's question if the
government would support a law ·
giving the vote to 1 O·year-olds,
Griswold s::tid that in such an
event-even for 5-year-olds--hc
would rely on the wisdom of the
high court.
Arguing for both Oregon and
Texas, professor Charles Alat1
Wright of the University of Texas,
warned the court not "to replace
ou.r system of Constitutional
federalism with Congressional
federalism."
"The i ssuc is whether the
historic concept-that this
country is a federal union in
which state and federal
governments share
power--Whli'ther that concept is a
failure," he said. "It has nothing
to do with whether 18-year·olds
will vote or not. That plainly will
come.H
The court before hearing an
open round of ot·al arguments on
the law lowering the voting age to
18 years of age took these other
actions:
-Agreed to hear the appeal br
Vince F. McGee Jr., who claimed
he was illegally classified 1A and
convicted of draft evasion after he
mailed his partially burned draft
card to then President Lyndon B.
Johnson,
-Accepted for review the
conviction of a New York art
dealer accused of dishonoring the
American flag by a window
display which converted the flag
into a sex symbol.
The Court agreed to decide
whether the federal gun control
law violateg the Constitution by
subjecting individuals to possible
self-incrimination.

